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r1{)!:fenldaIlt was charged with, among other things, transporting marijuana. 
defendant, who co-owned and operated a medical marijuana dispen

a defense under the medical marijuana program (Health & Saf. 
§ 11362.775). The trial court, which found defendant guilty, concluded 

@fendant was not entitled to the defense because the transportation had 
to do with the cultivation process and was outside what the statute 
(Superior Court of Los Angeles County, No. BA355383, Dennis J. 

Judge.) 

Court of Appeal reversed the judgment. The court concluded that, 
on the trial court' s findings , Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.775, applied. 

!:~,~~~!~~ had a business license, was a nonprofit corporation, and was 
lh of complying with then applicable ordinances. The dispensary 

members to produce a valid doctor' s recommendation or 
and identification. Applicants for membership had to fill auf an 
and pay a membership fee. The court rejected the People's 

that § 11362.775 applies only to those cooperatives involving some 
action or participation among all members. Nothing on the face of 
775, or in the inherent nature of a cooperative or collective, requires 
. number of members to engage in unspecified united action 

to qualify for the protection of § 11362.775. (Opinion by 
.with 'Klein, P. J" and Kitching, J. , concurring.) 
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DISPOSITION 

The trial court's order granting respondents' motion for attorney fee 
denying plaintiffs' motion for attorney fees, and granting plaintiffs' allocatio
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motion is affinned. Respondents shall recover their costs on appeal. n 

Epstein, P. J., and Suzukawa, J. , concurred. 
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-
(1) Drugs and Narcotics § 21- Medical Marijuana-Compassionate U 

Act- Immunity.-In 1996, voters passed Prop. 215, the Compassiona: 
Use Act of 1996 (CUA; Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.5). One purpose of 
the CUA was to ensure that seriously ill Californians have the right to 
obtain and use marijuana for medical purposes where that medical use is 
deemed appropriate and has been recommended by a physician who has 
detennined that the person' s health would benefit from the use of 
marijuana in the treatment of illnesses for which marijuana provides 
relief (Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.5, subd. (b)(l)(A)). A second 
purpose was to ensure that patients and their primary caregivers who 
obtain and use medical marijuana are not subject to criminal prosecution 
or sanction (§ 11362.5, subd. (b)(l)(B)) . The CUA therefore provided 
that Health & Saf. Code, § 11357, relating to the possession of mario 
juana, and Health & Saf. Code, § 11358, relating to the cultivation of 
marijuana, shall not apply to a patient, or to a patient's primary 
caregiver, who possesses or cultivates marijuana for the personal medi
cal purposes of the patient upon a doctor 's recommendation (§ 11362.5, 
subd. (d)). The CUA thus provided a limited immunity from prosecution, 
including a defense at trial. 

(2) Drugs and Narcotics § 21-Medical Marijuana- Immunity- " 
Qualified Patient- Identification Card-Designated Primary Caregiver
Collective or Cooperative Cultivation.- Through the Medical Mari- -
juana Program Act (MMPA), the Legislature sought to (I) clarify the 
scope of the application of the act and facilitate the prompt identification 
of qualified patients and their designated primary caregivers in order to 
avoid unnecessary arrest and prosecution of these individuals and pro-
vide needed guidance to law enforcement officers; (2) promote uniform 
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and consistent application of the act arnollg the counties within the state; (7) 
(3) enhance the access of patients and caregivers to medical marijuana 
through collective, cooperative cultivation projects. To these ends, Health 
& Saf. Code, § 11362.775, of the MMPA provides that qualified patients, 
persons with valid identification cards, and the designated primary 
caregivers of qualified patients and persons with identification cards, 
who associate within the State of California in order collectively or 
cooperatively to cultivate marijuana for medical purposes, shall not 
solely on the basis of that fact be subject to state criminal sancuons 
under Health & Saf. Code, § 11357, 11358, 11359, 11360, 11366, 
11366.5, or 11570 (Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.775). 

(3) Drugs and Narcotics § 21-Medical Marijuana-Qualfied Patients
Legitimate Cooperative.-If a qualified patient is operating a legitimate 
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edical marijuana cooperative, then he or she shall not solely on the 
~asis of that fact be subject to state criminal sanctions under Health & 
Saf. Code, § 11360 (transportation or sale of marijuana) (Health & Saf. 
Code, § 11362.775). 

Statutes § 29-Construction- Language-Legislative Intent-Plain 
Meaning.-When interpreting a statute, the court's fundamental task is 
to determine the Legislature's intent so as to effectuate the law 's 
purpose. The court begins by examining the statute's words, giving them 
a plain and commonsense meaning. If the statutory language is unam
biguous, the plain meaning controls. But if the statutory language is 
reasonably susceptible to more than one interpretation, the court may 
consider various extrinsic aids, including the purpose of the statute, the 
evils to be remedied, the legislative history, public policy, and the 
statutory scheme encompassing the statute. 

(5) Drugs and Narcotics § 21-Medical Marijuana- Immunity
Qualified Patient-Identification Card-Designated Primary Caregiver
Collective or Cooperative Cultivation.-To be entitled to a defense 
under Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.775, a defendant must, first, be either 
a qualified patient, person with a valid identification card or a designated 
primary caregiver. Second, the defendant must associate with like per
sons to collectively or cooperatively cultivate marijuana. 

(6) Drugs and Narcotics § 21-Medical Marijuana-Immunity
Cooperative or Collective.-Nothing on the face of Health & Saf. Code, 
§ 11362.775, or in the inherent nature of a cooperative or collective, 
requires some unspecified number of members to engage in unspecified 
united action or participation to qualify for the protection of 
§ 11362.775. 

(7) Drugs and Narcotics § 21-Medical Marijuana-Immunity
Dispensary-Transportation of Marijuana.-In a transportation of 
marijuana case, defendant was entitled to raise a defense under the 
medical marijuana program (Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.775). The 
medical marijuana dispensary defendant operated had a business license, 
was a nonprofit corporation, and was in the process of complying with 
then applicable ordinances. The dispensary required potential members 
to produce a valid doctor's recommendation or prescription and identifi
cation. Applicants for membership had to fill out an application and pay 
a membership fee. 

[ErWin et aI., Cal. Criminal Defense Practice (2011) ch. 145, § 145.Dl; 2 
Witkin & Epstein, Cal. Criminal Law (4th ed. 2012) Crimes Against 
Public Peace and Welfare, § 149.] 
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OPINION 

ALDRlCH, J.-

INTRODUCTION 

While transporting in his car about one pound of marijuana from one 
medical marijuana establishment to a second, defendant and appellant William 
Frank Colvin was stopped and arrested. He was charged with, among other 
things, transporting marijuana. At his court trial, Colvin raised a defense 
under the Medical Marijuana Program Act (MMPA) , which provides a 
defense to specified classes of people, including "qualified patients," who 
"associate ... in order collectively or cooperatively to cultivate marijuana for 
medical purposes." (Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.775.)1 The trial court found 
that Colvin, although a qualified patient operating a "legitimate dispensary," 
was not entitled to the defense because the "transportation had nothing to do 
with the cultivation process" and was "outside what the law permits." We 
conclude that, based on the trial court's findings, section 11362.775 applied. 
We reject the Attorney General's argument that the section applies only to 
those cooperatives involving "some united action or participation among all" 
members. The judgment is therefore reversed. 

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

l. Factual background. 

Colvin co-owns and operates Hollywood Holistic 1 and Hollywood Holistic ' 
2 (collectively Holistic), medical marijuana dispensaries. Holistic is ~ non
profit corporation, formed in 2005, opened in 2006, and registered with ~e 
City of Los Angeles in 2007. The city renewed the license in May 20l

ed The Los Angeles Police Department Gangs and Narcotics DIVISIon mfoum _ 

1 All undesignated statutory references are to the Health and Safety Code. 
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Colvin that Hollywood Holistic Inc.'s live scan application met the standard 
in the "Medical Marijuana Collective Ordinance" and would be forwarded to 
the office of the city clerk for the next step in the ordinance registration 
process. Holistic pays Colvin approxi,?~~ely $400 per week.2 .The money 
Holistic makes tS used to pay rent, ulihttes, lIghts, and necesStlieS for the 
business. 

As of March 2009, Hobstic had 1,500 patients or members, although that 
number grew to over 5,000 by the time of trial. Approximately 14 members, 
including Colvin, grow marijuana, and Holistic reimburses growers for 
expenditures, such as fertilizer, hydroponic equipment, and bghting for indoor 
growing.3 Some growers are in Los Angeles County, but others are in 
Humboldt County. Those who grow marijuana drop it off at Hobstic for other 
members to buy. Holistic also grows marijuana onsite, and the Los Angeles 
Police Department (LAPD) visited the three "grow rooms." None of the 
marijuana Hobstic distributes is from a source other than a collective 
member. 

If a person comes in with a prescription for medical marijuana, he or she is 
fiINt left in "primary holding" while someone looks him or her up online or 
calls his or her doctor to make sure he or she is "legal." The person's 
identification is checked. Once that process is completed, the person is let in 
and fills out a membership application and patient information sheet.4 The 
peINon is then given a prescription number that Holistic uses to identify him 
or her and to track when his or her prescription expires. He or she also signs 
a registry so that Holistic has a record of his or her medical problem. Finally, 
the person is given his or her medicine, which is "legally tagged" and put in a 
stapled bag. Every time the person returns, the visit is registered in a 
~omputer program. Patients are allowed no more than one ounce of marijuana 
~ one day, and, to minimize the chance of crime, each Holistic establishment 
as no more than two to three pounds of marijuana at any time. People who 
~me to Holistic for the first time might pay for the marijuana, but returning 
n e~bers pay a "charter fee," determined each quarter based on the person's 
~, that IS used to grow marijuana for the person. 

'It· 
t\lo H~ru~clear whether Colvin is paid $400 total per week or $400 per week from each of the 

1 IstlC establishments. 
Many' d' . 

4 Th I~ ,vlduals also grow marijuana for themselves at home. 
Code e P~lient declares that: .. 'I am a qualified patient under California Health and Safety 
1!JIpro\:uono 11 362.5, 11362.7 et seq., and my doctor has recommended, prescribed and 
11362.51 7Y Use of medical marijuana. As per California Health and Safety Code section 
tIoders~d am legally able to use, possess and cultivate cannabis for medical purposes. I 
Pfovided b that I am allowed to do so through safe and affordable access such as the type 
lor this p Y Hollywood Holistic. I therefore designate Hollywood Holi stic as my care provider 
lttula1ion urpose .. In doing so, I agree to sign and follow all Hollywood Holistic rules and 

s regardmg their services.' " 
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-On March 10,2009, Colvin was arrested a block and a half from HOlistic 2 
(in Hollywood), while he was en route to Holtstlc I (m Santa Monica). II 
was delivering just over a pound of marijuana for Holistic's use.' COlvin al e 
had $4,285 in ~ash. Colvin explained to the officer that he managed m~~ 
juana dlspensanes and was dehvenng marIjuana to one of them. He had 
valid doctor's note, having been prescribed marijuana since 2003. a 

II. Procedural background. 

An information alleged three counts against Colvin: count I, possession of 
a controlled substance, cocaine (§ 11350, subd. (a)); count 2, sale or transpor. 
tation of marijuana (§ 11360, subd. (a)); and count 3, possession of Concen. 
trated cannabis (§ 11357, subd. (a)) . Colvin waived his right to a jury, and, al 
the close of evidence, made a motion for a judgment of acquittal under Penal 
Code section 11186 The court denied the motion and found that defendant 
was not entitled to the defense under section 11362.775 because "the 
transportation here had nothing to do with the cultivation process." The coun 
however, also found that Colvin was a qualified patient and that Colvin w~ 
operating a "legitimate" "dispensary." The court rejected Colvin 's due pro. 
cess argument. 

On September 9, 2010, the trial court placed Colvin on probation under 
Proposition 36 for 18 months on count 1 for possession of cocaine. The coun 
also placed him on three years' probation on counts 2 and 3 and ordered him 
to perform 200 hours of community service. 

DISCUSSION 

Section 11362.775 applied to Colvin based on rhe trial court 's express 
findings. 

(1) In 1996, voters passed Proposition 215, the Compassionate Use Act 
of 1996 (CVA; § 11362.5). One purpose of the CVA was to "ensure Ihal 
seriously ill Californians have the right to obtain and use marijuana for 
medical purposes where that medical use is deemed appropriate and has been 

S Colvin also had Vicodin pills and cocaine. Colvin was nOl charged with any crime rclatifl.8 
to the Vicodin, and he does not challenge on appeal his sentence on count I, relating 10 hiS 

cocaine possession. 
6 "In a case tried by the court without a jury, .. . the court on motion of me defendant or on 

its own motion shall order the entry of a jUdgment of at.:quittal of one or more of the off~n:s 
Charged in the accusatory pleading after the evidence of the prosecution has been closed ~ ; 
coun, upon weighing the evidence then before it, fi nds the defendant not guil~y of such 0 ~ by 
or offenses. If such a motion for judgment of acquittal at the close of the eVldenc~ offe~ ,ed 
the prosecution is not granted, the defendant may offer evidence without first havmg resef\ 
that right." (Pen. Code, § Ill S.) 
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mended by a physician who has determined that the person's health 
~~ benefit from the use of marijuana in the treatment" of illnesses for 
ich marijuana provides relief. (§ 11362.5, subd. (b)(l)(A); see also 
)ple v. Wright (2006) 40 Cal.4th 81, 89-90 [51 Cal.Rptr.3d 80, 146 P.3d 
I].) A second purpose was to . ensure .:hat patients and their Primary 
~givers who obtain and use medIcal manJuana are not subject to cmrunal 
)secution or sanction. (§ 11362.5, subd. (b)(l)(B).) The CUA therefore 
lvided that section 11357, relating to the possession of marijuana, and 
Clion 11358, relating to the cultivation of marijuana, "shall not apply to a 
ilien!, or to a patient' s primary caregiver, who possesses or cultivates 
arijuana for the personal medical purposes of the patient" upon a doctor's 
commendation. (§ 11362.5, subd. (d).) The CUA thus provided a limited 
nmunity from prosecution, including a defense at trial. (People v. Mower 
!OO2) 28 CalAth 457, 470 [122 Cal.Rptr.2d 326, 49 P.3d J067].) 

(2) In response to the CUA's encouragement " to implement a plan to 
"ovide for the safe and affordable distribution of marijuana to all patients" in 
leed of it (§ 11362.5, subd. (b)(l )(C)), our Legislature enacted the MMPA 
:1 11 362.7 et seq.). Through the MMPA, the Legislature sought to "( I) 
ic]larify the scope of the application of the act and fac ilitate the prompt 
identification of qualified patients and their designated primary caregivers in 
order to avoid unnecessary arrest and prosecution of these individuals and 
provide needed guidance to law enforcement officers. ['10 (2) Promote uni
fonn and consistent application of the act among the counties within the state . 
['ll (3) Enhance the access of patients and caregivers to medical marijuana 
through collective, cooperative cultivation projects." (Stats. 2003 , ch. 875, § I, 
subd. (b), pp. 6422-6423.) To these ends, section 11362.775 of the MMPA 
proVides, "Qualified patients, persons with valid identification cards, and the 
deSignated primary caregivers of qualified patients and persons with identifi
calion cards, who associate within the State of California in order collectively 
or cooperatively to cultivate marijuana for medical purposes, shall not solely 
on the basis of that fact be subject to state criminal sanctions under Section 
11357,11358, 11359,11360,11366, 11366.5, or 11570." (§ 11362.775, italics 
added.)? 

, 
.. The Legislature also enacted section 11 362.765, which provides: 

ha](a) Subject to the requirements of this article. the individuals specified in subdivision (b) 
~131 not be subject. on that sole basis, to criminal liability under Section 11357, 11 358, 11 359, 
ind.6?· 11 366, 11 366.5. or 11 570. However, nothing in this section shall authorize the 
artjlvldUa) to smoke or otherwise consume marijuana unless olher\v ise authorized by this 
d· c~e, nOr shall anything in this section authori ze any individual or group to cultivate or 
Is~nbute marijuana for profit. 
.. (bl Subdivision (al shall apply to all of the following: 

III ~ ~ ) A qualified patienr or a person with an identification card who transports or processes 
illlJuana for . his or her own personal medical use. 
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(3) The trial court here concluded that section 11362.775 did not apply to 
Colvin because "the transportation . .. had nothing to do with the cUltivation 
process." The trial court's conclusion, however, does not flow from its 
findings . The court found that Colvin was a qualified patient and that he was 
operating a "legitimate" "dispensary."· If Colvin, a qualified patient, was 
operating a legitimate medical marijuana cooperative, then he "shall not 
solely on the basis of that fact be subject to state criminal sanctions under" 
section 11360 (transportation or sale of marijuana). (§ 11362.775; see gener
ally People v. Urziceanu (2005) 132 Cal.AppAth 747, 785 [33 Cal.RptrJd 
859] (Urziceanu) [finding that § 11362.775 represents "a dramatic change in 
the prohibitions on tbe use, distribution, and cultivation of marijuana for 
persons who are qualified patients or primary caregivers . . . . Its specific 
itemization of the marijuana sales law indicates it contemplates the formation 
and operation of medicinal marijuana cooperatives that would receive reim
bursement for marijuana and the services provided in conjunction with the 
provision of tbat marijuana."] .) The court nonetheless held that the defense 
did not apply to Colvin because "his transportation was outside of what the 
law permits." 

"(2) A designuled primary caregiver who lfansports. processes, administers, delivers, or 
gives away marijuana for medical purposes, in amounts nOl exceeding those established in 
subdivision (a) of Section 11 362.77, only to the qualified patient of the primary caregiver, orto 
the person with an identification card who has designated the individual as a primary caregiver. 

"(3) Any individual who provides assistance (0 a qualified patient or a person with an 
identification card, or his or her designated primary caregiver, in administering medic31 
marijuana to the qualified patient or person or acquiring the skills necessary to cultivate or 
administer marijuana for medical purposes to the qualified patient or person. 

"(c) A primary caregiver who receives compensation for actual expenses, including reason
able compensation incurred for services provided to an eligible qualified patient or person with 
an identification card to enable that person to use marijuana under this article, or for payment 
for out-of-pocket expenses incurred in providing those services, or both, shall not, on the sole 
basis of that fact. be subject to prosecution or puniShment under Section 11 359 or 11 360." 

Colvin does not raise this section as a defense and does not discuss it. Rather, he conceded 
in the trial court and in this court that he was not rransponing the marijuana for his pe~onaJ 
use, and he was not a primary caregiver. (See generally § 11362.5, subd. (e) (a pnmatY 
caregiver is an individual designated by the person exempted under the eVA who hIlS 
consistentl y assumed responsibility for the housing, health, or safety of that person]; Peop~t v. 
Mentel! (2008) 45 CaL4th 274, 283 [85 CaLRptr.3d 480, t95 P.3d 1061] [a primarycareglv~r 
is a person who (I) consistently provides caregiving (2) independent of any ass ~s~a~ce flD 
taking medical marijuana, (3) at or before the time he or she assumed responSibility or 
ass isting with medical marijuana].) ru1 

8 It is not clear the trial court was using the word "dispensary" in anything but a Igen'~el ' 
colloquial sense, rather than a formal legal one. We refer broadly to cooperatives, ~ol~~ee~ 
and dispensaries without distinguishing between technical differences that may eXist 
them. 
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. nclear what the trial court meant when it said that Colvin' s 
II ISrt~tion of marijuana was unrelated to the cultivation process and w~s 
~ what section 11362.775 allows. There was no eVIdence that Colvin s 
IlUISI e rtation of one pound of marijuana was for anything other than 
uansJlO

l
· tic. To the extent the trial court ruled as it did because it believed that 

/lOIS ll' I' f" h I cooperative or co ecuve cu /lva /ors 0 manJuana can transport t e 
~uct, Colvin/Holistic is a cultivator: Holistic has three onsite "grow 
lOOms n which the LAPD visited. Fourteen members of Holistic also grow 
marlju'ana for Holistic offsite. All of the marijuana Holistic distributes is from 
a cooperative member; none of It IS acqUIred from an outside source. Thus, 
even under a reading of section 11362.775 limiting transportation of mari
juana only to cooperatives that cultivate it, then Colvin was entitled to the 
immunity. 

The Attorney General's only response is that section 11362.775 does not 
condone _"a large-scale, wbolesale-retail marijuana network" like Holistic, 
which has approximately 5,000 members. The Attorney General argues that a 
collective or cooperative cultivation "must entail some united action or 
participation among all those involved, as distinct from merely a supplier
consumer relationship." There must be, the Attorney General suggests, "some 
modicum of collaboration" in which qualified patients and caregivers" 'come 
together' " in "some way." 

(4) Nothing on the face of the statute or in its legislative history supports 
Ibis interpretation. When interpreting a statute, our " 'fundamental task . . . is 
to determine the Legislature' s intent so as to effectuate the law's purpose.' " 
(People v. Lewis (2008) 43 Cal.4th 415, 491 [75 Cal.Rptr.3d 588, 181 P.3d 
947].) " 'We begin by examining the statute's words, giving them a plain and 
commonsense meaning. [Citation.]' " (Jd. at p. 491.) If the statutory language 
is unambiguous, the plain meaning controls. (People v. Killg (2006) 38 Cal.4th 
617, 622 [42 Cal.Rptr.3d 743, 133 P. 3d 636] .) But if the statutory language is 
reasonably susceptible to more than one interpretation, we may consider 
various extrinsic aids, including" , " 'the purpose of the statute, the evils to 
be remedied, the legislative history, public policy, and the statutory scheme 
encompassing the statute.' ", [Citations.]" (Ibid.; see also In re Derrick B. 
(2006) 39 Cal.4th 535, 539 [47 Cal.Rptr.3d 13, 139 P.3d 485].) 

(5) On the face of the statute, to be entitled to a defense under section 
11362.775, a defendant must, first, be either a qualified patient, person with a 
valid identification card or a designated primary caregiver. Second, the 
defendant must associate with like persons to collectively or cooperatively 
cultivate marijuana. (§ 11362.775.) There is no dispute as to the first require
ment, namely, that Colvin was a qualified patient. The trial court made a 
finding he was a qualified patient, and the Attorney General does not 
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challenge that finding . There does not even appear to be a diSpute that 
Holistic is comprised of other qualified patients, persons with valid identifica_ 
tion cards or designated primary caregivers. That Holistic is comprised of 
persons designated in section 11362.775 was impliedly found by the trial 
court when it said Holistic was a "legitimate" dispensary. 

The dispute concerns what it means to "collectively or cooperatively" 
cultivate medical marijuana. The MMPA's legislative history teUs us little 
about section 11362.775 or what it means to associate to "collectively Or 
cooperatively ... cultivate [medical] marijuana." It merely reveals that an 
initial version of the section would have directed the Department of Health 
Services to promulgate regulations ensuring the consistency and quality of 
medicinal marijuana and protect against its illegal diversion, and that some 
groups were concerned it would lead to "mafia-like" organizations of mari
juana growers. (See, e.g., Lopez, Traditional Values Coalition, Mem. to 
Assem. Com. on Pub. Safety Chair Mark Leno & Vice Chair Jay La Suer, 
June 27, 2003.) 

But, in general, cooperatives are organizations that provide services for use 
primarily by their members. (Gumick, Consumer Cooperatives: What They 
Are and How They Work (July/Aug. 1985) L.A. Lawyer, p. 23.) "Entities such 
as production, service, purchasing, and marketing cooperatives engage on a 
cooperative basis in producing or procuring goods, services or supplies for 
members and patrons and promoting use of their members' products and 
services." (Ibid.) Cooperatives perform functions its individual members 
could not do alone as effectively and conduct business for the mutual benefit 
of members." (Gumick, at pp. 23, 24.) 

The evidence here was Holistic obtained its business licenses, was a 
nonprofit corporation, and was in the process of complying with then 
applicable ordinances. The trial court thus found that Holistic was a "legiti
mate" dispensary, which implies that the court believed Holistic was comply
ing with the appropriate laws. 

9 Under California law, agricultural cooperatives consist of three or more natural pe~: 
who are engaged in the production of horticultural and related products (Food & Agr. . ~ 
§ 54004), and who "form an assoc iation pursuant to this chapter for the purpose of engagl~st 
in" agricuhure·related activities (Food & Agr. Code, § 54061). Consumer coopernli.ve~ c~~lil 
of members who associate and form a corporation "for any lawful purpose provlde

fi 
t; il5 

shall be organized and shall conduct its business primarily for the mutual bene t 0 

members as patrons of the corporation." (Corp. Code, § 1220 1.) 
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- The Attorney General does not argue otherwise, instead maintaining that a 
dical marijuana cooperative seeking the protections of section 11362.775 

me Sl establish that some number of its members participate in the process in 
:~e way. The Attorney General does not specify how many members must 
participate or in what way or ways they must do so: except to Imply that 
Holistic, with its 5,000 members and 14 growers, IS sunply too big to allow 
any "meaningful" participation in the cooperative process; hence, it cannot be 
a "cooperative" or a "collective" in the way section 11 362.775 intended. But 
Ihis interpretation of section 11362.775 would impose on medical marijuana 
cooperatives requirements not imposed on other cooperatives. A grocery 
cooperative, for example, may have members who grow and sell the food and 
run a store out of which the cooperative's products are sold. But not everyone 
who pays a fee to become a member participates in the cooperative other than 
to shop at it. 

In fact, Holistic is similar to FloraCare, the cooperative in U17.iceallu, supra, 
132 Cal.AppAth 747. The defendant, a qualified patient, ran FloraCare from a 
house, which was also a marijuana grow site. (Jd. at p. 764.) As a condition 
to membership in FloraCare, a person had to complete a membership 
application, pay a $25 membership fee, and produce a valid California 
driver's license or other identification and a physician's recommendation. (Id. 
at pp. 760, 763.) FloraCare verified the information with the physician unless 
the member had a card from another "club." (Id. at p. 764.) The cooperative 
had "a few hundred" members, at least a dozen of whom helped to grow the 
marijuana. Upwards of 15 members processed new members and assisted 
with administrative duties. (Id. at p. 764.)10 Because FloraCare had an 
insufficient supply of marijuana, the defendant sometimes bought it on the 
black market to supply members. (Ibid.) Marijuana was given away for free, 
although some marijuana products had a suggested donation value . . (Id. at 
pp. 764, 767.) FloraCare members also testified, among other things, that they 
were qualified patients who obtained marijuana from FloraCare for personal 
medical use; that they believed they belonged to a cooperative; and that they 
owned a number of the plants FloraCare grew. Based on thi s evidence, 
Urziceallu found that the jury should have been instructed on a defense under 
the MMPA. 

Although the Attorney General argues that the facts in UrziceallIl more 
strongly support a defense under section 11362.775 than the facts here, the 
facts are not so dissimilar that we can say one case is stronger than the other. 
Like FloraCare, Holistic required potential members to produce a valid 
doctor' s recommendation or prescription and identification. Like FloraCare, 
applicants for membership in Holistic had to fill out an application and pay a 

10 It is unclear whether aU or some of the members who grew marijuana were the same 
members who assisted with administrative duties. 
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membership fee. True, FloraCare was a smaller operation with "a few 
hundred" members, as opposed to Holistic 's 5,000 members. And some 
FloraCare members assisted in the growing process, while Colvin did nOI 
lestify to what extent Holistic members helped with the cultivation process 
other than the 14 members who cultivated marijuana. But section 11362.775 
does not, on its face, permit the former and disallow the latter based On the 
cooperative's size and the extent to which members participate in it. 

Moreover, an important distinguishing fact between FloraCare and Holistic 
is that FloraCare relied on black market sources to fill supply gaps whereas 
all marijuana distributed to Holistic members is grown by its members. Such 
a "closed system" not only more closely models the traditional notion of a 
cooperative, but it also complies with the California Attorney General 's 
Guidelines for the Security and Non-diversion of Marijuana Grown for 
Medical Use (Aug. 2008) (<http://ag .ca.gov/cms_attachments/press/pdfsl 
nI601_medicalmarijuanaguidelines.pdf> [as of Feb. 23, 2012]) (hereafter 
Guidelines).ll Those Guidelines advise cooperatives not to buy marijuana 
from or sell to nonmembers, and cooperatives "should only provide a means 
for facilitating or coordinating transactions between members." (Guidelines, 
§ IY.A.I, 2, p. 8.) "Nothing allows marijuana to be purchased from outside 
the collective or cooperative for distribution to its members. Instead, the· 
cycle should be a closed-circuit of marijuana cultivation and consumption 
with no purchases or sales to or from non-members." (ld., § IY.BA, p. 10.) 

Holistic complied wilh other guidelines. Holistic, for example, is a non
profit registered with the City of Los Angeles in 2007, and Colvin took steps 
to comply with applicable ordinances (Guidelines, supra, § IV.A.I, 2, B.C 2, 
pp. 8, 9 [advising cooperatives to incorporate under the Corp. Code or Food 
& Agr. Code and to obtain applicable business licenses and permits]); 
Holistic requires members to fill out membership forms, assigns each member 
a number to track prescription expiration, and keeps a record of members' 
medical problems and each time a member returns (id., § IY.BJ, p. 9 
[potential members should complete a written membership application, their 
status should be verified, membership records should be maintained, .and 
expiration of prescriptions should be tracked)); all money Holistic re,:elves 
from members goes back into the cooperative (id., § IY.B.5 , p. iO [ [ajny 

b· d s (p,opi' V. 
II Those gu idelines are enti tled to considerable weight but do not In u . 

Hochalladei (2009) 176 CaLAppAth 997, lOtt [98 CaLRptr.3d 347J.) I de'~1op 
Section I 1362.8 1, subdivision (d), of the MMPA, directs the Attorney Genera. to a grown 

and adopt appropriate guidelines to ensure the security and nondiversion of manJunn 
for medical use by palients qualified under the eUA 
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monetary reimbursement that members provide to the collective or coopera
ti ve should only be an amount necessary to cover overhead costs and 
operating expenses"]); Holistic bases membership fees on the cost to cover 
the member's needs (id., § IV.B.6, p. 10 [marijuana may be allocated based 
on fees that are reasonably calculated to cover overhead costs and operating 
expenses]); Colvin was transporting only one pound of marijuana (id., 
§ IV.B.7, p. 10 ["collectives and cooperatives may cultivate and transport 
marijuana in aggregate amounts tied to its membership numbers"]); and 
Holistic employs security measures, namely, it keeps new applicants in a 
"primary holding" area and verifies their information before admitting them 
and has no more than two to three pounds of marijuana on the premises at 
any given time (id., § IV.B.8, p. II [collectives and cooperatives should take 
security measures to protect patients and surrounding neighborhoods]) . Thus, 
to the extent these guidelines have any weight, they contemplate cooperatives 
like Holistic. 

(6) Taken to its logical conclusion, an effect of imposing the Attorney 
General's suggested requirement likely would be to Hmit drastically the size 
of medical marijuana establishments. It may be that the Legislature, in trying 
to implement voters' wishes, envisioned small community or neighborhood 
marijuana gardens. That may be good policy. But nothing on the face of 
section 11362.775, or in the inherent nature of a cooperative or collective, 
requires some unspecified number of members to engage in unspecified 
"united action or participation" to qualify for the protection of section 
11362.775. If such a requirement is what the Legislature intended, then it can 
say so; but the Attorney General's vague qualifier provides little direction or 
guidance to, among others, qualified patients, primary caregivers, law en
forcement, and trial courts. Rather, imposing the Attorney General ' s require
ment would, it seems to us, contravene the intent of the MMPA by limiting 
patients' aCCeSS to medical marijuana and leading to inconsistent applications 
of the law. 

(7) We therefore conclude that section 11362.775 applies to count 2, 
transportation of marijuana. And to the extent section 11362.775 applies to 
count 2 for transportation of marijuana, it al so applies to count 3 for 
possession of concentrated cannabis, 12 and the Attorney General does not 
argue otherwise. (§ 11357, subd. (a) .) The judgment on those counts must be 
reversed. 13 

12 Concentrated cannabis is the "separated resin, whether crude or purified, obtained from 
marijuana." (§ 11 006.5.) 

13 Because we conclude that section 11362.775 applies to Colvin, we do not address his 
alternative due process argument. 
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DISPOSITION 

The judgment on counts 2 and 3 is reversed. 

Klein, P. J. , and Kitching, J., concurred. 

Respondent's petition for review by the Supreme Court was denied May 
23, 2012, S200786. 


